A response time model for judging order relationship between two symbolic stimuli.
The response time to judge the order relationship between two symbolic stimuli is frequently modeled as the time spent in a (constant-rate) accumulative sampling process until a threshold is reached. We will show that empirical descriptions of observed effects in number comparisons suggest an accrual process that reaches the threshold at an exponential rate. The model accrual equations and stopping conditions have an immediate interpretation in terms of a simple quantitative connectionist network. The encoded stimuli and thresholds are inputs to the network. The former are considered to result from the participant's learning history, and the latter modulate the rearrangement of the network parts; each arrangement models a different task. We have found a good correlation between model predictions and other authors' experimental data, both in number comparisons and in experiments in which the ordering of the symbolic stimuli has been artificially induced. Incorrect answers are discussed, and predictions are compared with data. We will explore differences and similarities with other approaches, such as random walk and the symbolic comparison model. In a limit case, our model becomes identical to the discriminability model.